
Thanks You For Purchasing Kerro Scale. 
(For Best Use, Please Read Instruction Manual before Using) 
 

KERRO (Where Quality is Obsession)     
P# 

Model 
No. 

Range 
Div. 

(Gm) 
Div. 

(mg) 
Platter 

size 

P1 

BL7501 750g 0.1 100mg 

155*155  
(mm) 

BL10001 1kg 0.1 100mg 

BL20001 2kg 0.1 100mg 

BL30001 3kg 0.1 100mg 

BL50001 5kg 0.1 100mg 

BL60001-5 6kg 0.5 500mg 

BL10000 10kg 1 1000mg 

P3 
BL3002 300gm 0.01 10mg 

120mm 
BL5002 500gm 0.01 10mg 

 
**BL3002 & BL 5002 

300gm/0.01 & 500gm/0.01gm  is with Wind Shield & SS Top. 
 
Exclusive Sensor Disc Technology 

CE Approved. 
Brand: Kerro 
Not For COMMERCIAL Use & Legal Trade. 

 
Features: 

 Auto Shut Off. 
 External Calibration. 
 Auto Zero Tracking 

 Auto Back Light. 
 Low Battery Indication. 

 Large Weighing Pan. 
 Net weight Stable indication 
 Large LCD Display(5 Digit, 65mm x22 mm Height) 

 kg, gm, oz, lb, tl, ct conversion 
 Net Weight/ Stability Indication 
 Power Source: 1.5V x 2 x AA Size Batteries (INCLUDED) 

 3V/100mA AC Adaptor (Not Inc. & Not Recommended) 
 Net/ Gross Weight: 440/580gm per pcs 
 Operating Temp.: 0~40C (32C~104C) 

 

Calibration: 
Standard Calibration: 
Turn on the scale by pressing ON/OFF key, press MODE key 

quickly and hold it until LCD displays :CAL” then untie MODE key, 
press MODE again, after LCD flashes “CAL” and “1000.0” (subject 

to the capacity of your scale) three times.  

Add 1000gm (subject to the capacity of your scale) standard cal 
weight, wait 3~4 Seconds.  

LCD displays “PASS”, then “1000.0”.  
Put away calibration weight, press ON/OFF key to turn off scale,  

The calibration is finished. 
 
Counting Function (PCS): For BL Series only. 

1. Put the relevant amount of goods that you are going to 
count as the sample (25, 50, 75, 100) 

2. Press and hold “PCS” key for 2 Seconds, then you will see 

“100” 
3. Press “MODE” key and you will see “25, 50, 75, 100”. 

Please select the number that you are willing to put as the 
sample number. The press “PCS” key to confirm it. 

4. Now you can put the goods that you want to count on the 

center of the platform and the LCD will show the actual 
number of the goods on the platform. 

 
Advice for USE & CARE: 

1. Place the scale on Hard & Flat Surface to ensure the 

accuracy & repeatability. 
2. Avoid any exposure to extreme hot or cold, This Scale 

works better when operated at normal room temperature. 

Always allow the scale to acclimate to normal room 
temperature for at least 1 hour before use. 

3. Keep this scale in a clean environment. Dust, Dirt, 
moisture, vibration, air currents and a close distance to 
other electronic equipment can all cause an adverse effect 

on the reliability and accuracy of the scale. 
4. Handle with care. Gently apply all item to be weighed onto 

tray top. Although this scale is designed to be quite 

durable, try to avoid rough treatment as this may 
permanently damage the internal sensor. 

5. Avoid Shaking, dropping or otherwise shocking the scale. 
This is a precision instrument and must be handled with 
extra care. 

6. Please NEVER try to over Load the machine. 
7. Remove the Batteries if the scale is not being used for a 

long time. 
8. MOST IMPORTANT: 

Circuit & Sensor of this Balance is Very Sensitive. 

Since this Balance works on 2*AA Ordinary Battery only, 
Please avoid using 3V adaptor, As any kind of fluctuation 
or low quality adaptor may damage the circuit or sensor. 

 
 

PRINTED IN TAIWAN 


